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I&rsquo;ve found a new site where you can change rims virtual on internet. All you must do is to make a profile and
upload some photos with your car and your rims. (...)

I&rsquo;ve found a new site where you can change rims virtual on internet. All you must do is to make a profile and
upload some photos with your car and your rims. You have informations about how to make a rims exchange. Also this
site have a forum where you can talk with other people about cars, rims, tuning parts with other people. Any user can
upload photos for free. On the main page you have informations about all events in America where you can meet fans of
tuned cars, and you can talk on line with your friends on an instant messenger, it has 3 category of groups, for example
?Formal Enthusist Clubs? and a private group category like Nissan S15 owners (that rocks by the way). I used another
site before I found vrimz.com and now I&rsquo;m happy because this site has a category specially made for selling
tuned cars and tuning parts and it helps me for promote my business. You can create a list with any parts or custom
rims you want to buy, new ones or second hand and users can contact you for buying what they want. I recommend this
site to all fans of tuning cars especially for the people who like to spend serious money on rims. You should know that
this is a sponsored review but this has not affected my judgement and if I ever need it, I?ll use their service. 
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